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Green Core is a trade name of VanDerEng bv 

 

Green Core: 
the new standard 
 
 

 
 
Step by step to a lower footprint 
There is a worldwide awareness that we should treat our planet more carefully. Reason for 
VanDerEng to set clear sustainability goals within our Environmental Challenge 2025 program. 
Objectives with which we want to reduce our CO2 footprint step by step. Over the past two years we 
have worked intensively on the development of materials that have a lower footprint but retain the 
same mechanical characteristics. 
 
Proud of Green Core 
That is why we now proudly present Green Core: the sustainable label variant. The basis of our Green 
Core products is a plastic film with a recycled core. So mechanically it contains all the properties of 
virgin material, but with a significantly lower footprint. In order to be able to print the material properly, 
we have provided the outsides with the thinnest possible layer of virgin foil. This gives the Green Core 
products their characteristic light color and a sustainable appearance! 
 
Green Core core 
For the 150 and 250mu films, the core of the Green Core films consists of Post Consumer Recycled 
(PCR) materials: in fact, household waste that is separated according to type. We use PE for the 
Green Core film. The 400mu Green Core core consists of recycled PE (RPE) from packaging 
materials from flower auctions and supermarkets. 
 
Green Core products 
Green Core is available in 150, 250 and 400mu. Extremely suitable for slot labels, stick-in labels and 
other TT labels. The color of the Green Core material is light mint green. Due to the recycled material, 
this color will vary slightly per production badge. 
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Green Core advantages 
Working with Green Core products provides no less than 10 advantages: 
 
1. The Green Core core consists of PCR or RPE recycled material; 
2. As a result, Green Core products have a lower CO2 footprint; 
3. Green Core products have a mint green color, the pattern of which may vary slightly from badge to 

badge; 
4. By applying an ultra-thin layer of virgin on the outside, the Green Core products have excellent 

printing properties; 
5. As a result, the Green Core products have a distinctive sustainable appearance that makes it very 

clear that it concerns a recycled film; 
6. The tear resistance of Green Core products is equivalent to that of virgin products; 
7. Green Core products have a high resistance to UV fading; 
8. Green Core products have excellent moisture resistance; 
9. The elongation of Green Core is comparable to that of virgin materials; 
10. Green Core is produced at a Dutch film manufacturer, which contributes to the reduction of the 

CO2 footprint. 
 
Green Core availability 
The Green Core products can easily be ordered from VanDerEng's Commercial Office via +31 (0)88 – 
8810 800 / info@vandereng.nl 
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Product description Green Core is a plastic film for the production of 
labels with a core of recycled material. 

 

Product features 

Tear resistance  
Moisture resistance  
UV resistance  
Print properties  
Elastic deformation  

 

    Good         Sufficient     Limited 

Material 
PE with a core of PCR plastic. PCR is the abbreviation 
of Post-Consumer Recycled and consists  
of recycled household packaging material. 

 

Color Mint green. 

 

Measurements Available in all models. 

 

Temperature range Processable from -40º to 110º Celsius. 

 

Chemical resistance Resistant to all common pesticides in horticulture. 

 

Storage conditions Green Core can be stored unconditioned. However, the material 
must be at room temperature before printing. 

 
 

Product information 

Green Core 
150 - 250 mu 
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Product description Green Core is a plastic film for the production of 
labels with a core of recycled material. 

 

Product features 

Tear resistance  
Moisture resistance  
UV resistance  
Print properties  
Elastic deformation  

 

    Good         Sufficient     Limited 

Material 
PE with a core of RPE. RPE is the abbreviation for 
Recycled PE and comes from packaging materials from  
flower auctions and supermarkets. 

 

Color Mint green. 

 

Measurements Available in all models. 

 

Temperature range Processable from -40º to 110º Celsius. 

 

Chemical resistance Resistant to all common pesticides in horticulture. 

 

Storage conditions Green Core can be stored unconditioned. However, the material 
must be at room temperature before printing. 

 
 

Product information 

Green Core 
400 mu 

 


